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Abstract
Modern buildings with increasing complexity (e.g.,
more square feet, complicated indoor routes) can cause
serious difficulties for first responders in emergency
wayfinding. While real-time data collection and
information analytics become easier in indoor
wayfinding, a new challenge has arisen: cognitive
overload due to information redundancy. Standardized
and universal spatial information systems are still
widely used, ignoring first responders’ individual
difference in information intake. This paper proposes
the theoretical framework of a spatial information
systems for first responders, which reflects their
individual difference in information preference and
helps reduce the cognitive load in line of duty. The
proposed method includes the use of Virtual Reality
(VR) to simulate real world buildings, and the modeling
of first responders’ reactions to different information
formats and contents in simulated wayfinding tasks.
This work is expected to set a foundation of future
spatial information system that correctly and effectively
responds to first responders’ needs.

1. Introduction
Buildings are becoming unprecedentedly complex,
e.g. more square feet, complicated indoor routes, an
increasing usage of temporary furniture and decors,
along with the fast development of building information
technologies. By 2020, about 20% of U.S. buildings can
be classified as “smart” with 50 billion connected
devices forming clusters of Internet of Things (IoT) [1].
These new sensing devices and technologies will
generate a large amount of real-time informatics in built
environments. The way a building’s spatial information
is presented is becoming more diverse, mixing signage
(e.g., directional, identification, information, warning),
text instructions, maps (2D, 3D, interactive), tactile and
haptic guidance, sound, verbal guidance, colors,
landmark markers, and lighting, etc. [2]. While real-time
data collection and information analytics become easier
in complex building wayfinding, a new challenge has
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arisen: cognitive overload due to information
redundancy. Too much information can lead to
cognitive overload [3], causing decreased task
performance [4] and/or prejudices in decisions such as
stereotyping, i.e., relying on personal experiment
instead of facts [5]. In emergency wayfinding, first
responders often need to build an accurate spatial
working memory of unfamiliar spaces in a timely
manner, requiring an intensive retention and processing
of received spatial information (such as maps or verbal
instructions) [6]. Yet the well-proven Miller’s Law
shows that humans are extremely limited in information
processing capacity [7]. Such an apparent gap between
the enormous information processing need and the
limited processing capacity creates a potentially fatal
situation in emergency response for both the rescuers
and rescuees.
Each person is unique in how they process
information intake: some may be easily burdened by
visuospatial information, while others may be reluctant
to verbal instructions [8]. The information-taking
behavior of the same person may also change
dramatically in different situations (e.g., leaning to
visuospatial information in extremely emotional events)
[9]. This indicates that the method of controlling
information-induced cognitive load of first responders
in emergencies varies person by person, case by case.
Despite the cognitive variance, there is a lack of an
effective platform to allow first responders to fully
exhibit their behaviors, record their cognitive patterns,
detect their variances, and build their profiles to guide
their actions during emergencies.
The objective of our study is to introduce the
theoretical framework of a personalized spatial
information system (PSIS) for first responders in
emergency indoor wayfinding. PSIS dynamically tailors
the way spatial information is presented based on realtime cognitive load of first responders at the individual
level, and reflects individual difference in spatial
information intake. PSIS is expected to improve
balancing of the cognitive load and achieve cognitive
resilience of emergency first responders.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Personalized information systems
With the and machine learning technologies,
personalized information systems (PIS) have become
popular in our daily lives and are affecting average
population’s behaviors. PIS are information
communication technologies that consider and adapt to
personalized behavior, adjusting to the preferences and
needs of their users [10], and include applications such
as personalized Google search results [11], Facebook
feeds [12], and news alerts [13]. These systems can learn
individual behaviors and automatically filter out the
least valued information for the users.
However, universal spatial information systems that
don’t differentiate individual differences in information
demand are still heavily used in public wayfinding, such
as maps, signage, and textural instructions, etc.
Government agencies still advocate standardized design
principles for wayfinding information [14-16], as well
as standardized information and workflows in
emergency response [17], which may cause an
imbalance between information supply and demand in
wayfinding. To address this imbalance, the indoor
navigation literature has started to investigate the
personalization of spatial information. The use of RFID
[18], indoor localization [19] and AR technologies [20]
have greatly improved situational awareness; by
providing accurate location information, they are able
tohelp reduce the amount of information to be
processed. This research aims to complement these
personalization studies by investigating how real-time
cognitive load can be used as a baseline for dynamic
adaption of information presentation methods by taking
individual differences in information processing
capacity into consideration [21].

2.2. Cognitive load and information intake
Cognitive load is driven by various mental activities
and influences decision-making in distinct ways [2228]. Cognitive load theory (CLT) [29-32] divides the
overall cognitive load into three main components:
intrinsic cognitive load (related to the complexity of
tasks), extraneous cognitive load (affected by how
information is presented) and germane cognitive load
(devoted to construction of schemas – permanent
knowledge about patterns). Baddeley and colleagues
proposed a dual-coding theory to describe the internal
structure of extraneous cognitive load in relation to the
working memory of information processing [25, 26, 28,
33-36]. They found that there exists “dual channels” in
human cognition, where different mental activities are
activated when people are processing two distinct

categories of information: phonological information
(i.e., auditory verbal information or visually presented
language) and visuospatial information (i.e., the visually
presented information about objects and space). In
addition, a central executive cognitive process also takes
place to bind information into coherent episodes, shift
between tasks or retrieval strategies, and select between
attention and inhibition [37]. Mayer et al. [38] further
discovered that information relates to various mental
constructs including sensory (which receives stimuli
and stores it for a very short time), working (where we
actively process information to create mental
constructs), and long-term (the repository of all things
learned) memories [38].
The heterogeneous structure of cognitive load has
been empirically validated by recent neurobiological
evidence. For example, neuroimaging studies found that
phonological information often triggers Broca’s area
(involved in speech production) in addition to
supplementary and premotor areas (involved in
movement) in frontal cortex cognitive [39]. Neural areas
related to spatial or object storage are activated in
pursuit of the visuospatial information such as the
bilateral intraparietal sulcus region [40]. The
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) of brains is
always activated when central executive process
happens [37]. Electroencephalogram (EEG) studies also
identified distinguishable patterns of various brain
waves corresponding to different types of cognitive load
[41, 42].
The literature has recognized the difficulty of
measuring cognitive load caused by different
information. As a result, navigation and driver behavior
literature tends to investigate wayfinding-related
cognitive load as a single entity [43-47]. Indicators such
as task performance (e.g., errors) and psychometrics
(e.g., surveys) are typically used to measure cognitive
load in these studies [4, 42, 48], and although these are
important measurements to consider, the lagging nature
of the indicators are insufficient to support a real-time
monitoring and control mechanism of cognitive load
that attempts to distinguish different types of cognitive
load (e.g., visual and verbal-driven).

3. Proposed Personalized Spatial
Information System (PSIS) for Emergency
Wayfinding
The challenge to build a personalized spatial
information system, i.e., PSIS, for first responder
wayfinding does not only lay at the information filtering
and presenting. A tailored information system can
respond to a first responder’s needs correctly and
effectively only if the profile is established based on
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historical data. An information system without a robust
database and analytical system to store, process, and
analyze first responders’ actions cannot support an
individual’s training or actions during emergencies even
though it is equipped with the most advanced
visualization technologies. It must address the following
questions:
1) Can we build a database of first responders’
information-taking behaviors during their
training and/or operations?
2) How can wayfinding UI be tailored to adapt to
the established information-taking database of
first responders?
We focus on the test of PSIS, to control the real-time
cognitive load of first responders in emergency wayfinding.
To establish the basis of spatial information personalization,
we propose using Information Personality, a cognitive
profile of information-taking preference and behavioral
patterns at the individual level. PSIS dynamically and
automatically customizes UI to each individual first
responder based on their unique Information Personality.
Information Personality can be tracked by quantifying
individual reactions to different types, quantities, and display
methods of information during virtual reality (VR) training.
Information Personality data of individual first responders
can be integrated as a necessary part of their personal files.
Just as personality can be used to model behavioral patterns
of a person, the unique information-taking patterns captured
by Information Personality also exhibit individual
differences and help tailor UI to reduce their cognitive load.
Fig.1 illustrates the concept map of PSIS. The rest of this
section will describe details of PSIS.

Fig.1 Concept map of PSIS and methods

3.1. VR training to collect raw data about
information personality
The first component of PSIS is a VR training
platform that collects personal data of spatial
information intake. The key step is the development of
VR model modules that accurately reconstruct various

emergency scenarios for training purposes. We have
developed a VR fire training platform (Fig.2) to include
valuable field knowledge, such as the fact that
firefighters tend to prioritize actions based on the color
of smoke (black or white).

Fig. 2 A VR simulation platform for information
personality data collection
To examine how first responders react to the
perceived spatial information, we need to collect realtime cognitive load (CL) during training. PSIS
highlights the importance of differentiating different
types of CL as a multidimensional construct. Based on
the Cognitive Load Theory and Baddeley’s model of
working memory [26], PSIS measures cognitive load as
a summation of intrinsic CL (related to task difficulty)
and extraneous CL (related to received information).
Although
psychometrics-based
cognitive
load
measurements (e.g., NASA TLX Survey (Task Load
Test [49]) have been well-validated, they have rarely
been used as a working instrument in real-time
monitoring. To overcome this challenge, PSIS uses a
comprehensive CL index based on a variety of
psychological and neurobiological metrics, including
brain activity, physiological, and ergonomic indicators.
Based on a comprehensive literature review, the
following (12) metrics for real-time CL measurement
metrics are used as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Real-time cognitive load measurement metrics
Real-Time Cognitive Load Metrics
1) Electroencephalogram (EEG): Certain EEG
signals relate to extraneous cognitive load (e.g.,
cognitive load induced by verbal, visual, textural
info)
2) Tapping Frequency (TF): The tapping frequency
of feet and fingers
3) Gait Features (GF): Gait variability such as change
to stride length
4) Pupillary Dilation (PD): Task-invoked pupillary
response in diameter change
5) Eye Movement Frequency (EMF): Pixels moved
per second
6) Eye Blink Rate (EBR): Eye blinks per minute
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7) Electrocardiogram (ECG): The electrical activity
of the heart
8) Respiratory (RES): Total volume and rate
9) Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)
10) Heat Flux Rate (HFR): Rate of skin heat transfer
11)Electromyography (EMG): Muscle activities
12)Heart Rate-Blood Pressure Product (RPP): Heart
rate and systolic blood pressure
PSIS raw data collection also includes the
wayfinding performance of trainees. Navigation
literature has proposed a variety of wayfinding
performance metrics (e.g., [50]); however, many of
these metrics are size-driven, i.e., dependent upon the
search space size. For example, total wayfinding time in
a larger area is naturally longer than that in a smaller
area, even though the cognitive load in two scenarios
could be similar. Scale-variant measurements cannot
explain the relationship between cognitive load and
wayfinding performance. To establish the baseline
between cognitive load and wayfinding performance,
PSIS uses scale-free wayfinding performance metrics
(Table 2). All data will be collected or converted into
JSON format for its easiness of application and storage.
Table 2. Scale-free wayfinding performance metrics
1) Speed or Average Time (m/s): The average travel
speed between two waypoints
2) PAO (% above optimal path, i.e. the theoretically
shortest path): The distance that was travelled
additionally to the optimal route
3) Directional Error (°): Average deviation from the
optimal direction in open areas
4) Wrong Turns (n): Average number of wrong turns
at critical intersections
5) Intentional Stops (n): Average number of
intentional stops for wayfinding
6) Intentional Stop Time (s): Average intentional stop
time for wayfinding
7) Backtracking (n): Average number of backtracking
8) Reported Lost (n): Average number of reported lost
by subjects
9) Verbal Comments: Subjects’ verbal comments
about difficulty, landmarks etc.
10) Sketch Map Accuracy: Statistical measure of the
accuracy of memorized map

3.2. Information personality modeling
The second component of PSIS is the information
personality models and corresponding optimization
algorithm. A controlled Sternberg working memory test
[51] will be used to (1) standardize the modeling of
information personality and (2) collect continuous data
about the complete picture of the cognitive impacts of

spatial information of different kinds. Participating first
responders are asked to finish a dual task: 1) Primary
task – Sternberg working memory test. As illustrated in
Fig. 3, subjects are asked to take a Sternberg working
memory test; The test starts with the presentation of a
list of spatial information items to memorize (encoding
or learning period) and then has (1) a memory retention
period during which the subject must maintain the list of
items in memory and (2) a retrieval period in which the
subject will answer if a given item appeared. Between
two sessions is a short period of fixation phase. The
Sternberg test is repeated 150 times for each subject, and
the working memory accuracy will be used as a direct
indicator of cognitive load as suggested by the literature
[24, 52-54]. 2) Secondary task – Search task. As shown
in Fig.4, while the subject is taking the Sternberg test,
he or she is also asked to search for a missing person,
following the given instructions. While the subject is
performing the Sternberg test, the cognitive load and
attention pattern data is documented to evaluate the
impacts of information.

Fig. 3 Sternberg working memory test (repetitive). Test
subjects need to memorize the info provided and answer if
it appeared based on memory

Fig.4 Test subjects are also asked to search for a person.
We programmed Wii Balance Board for avatar control by
leaning and walking on the board.
Once the raw data is collected, PSIS will develop a
comprehensive index of Information Personality that
captures the individual differences in informationtaking. According to the multimedia learning theory
[12], PSIS focuses on modeling Information Personality
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from two dimensions:
information quantity and
information type. The former one refers to how much
meaningful content is delivered in a message (i,e.,
semantic contents), while the latter one shows if the
information is more abstractly displayed (such as textual
instructions) or more visually displayed (such as an
interactive map). Finally, a continuous landscape of
Information Personality is established to predict (in
general) how the cognitive load of a first responder
changes in different scenarios. Fig.5 illustrates two
hypothetical cases of information personality models.
As discussed earlier, information personality model
indicates personalized ways of reducing cognitive load:
at the same level of cognitive load, the best strategy to reduce
Eric’s cognitive load is to switch to a different information
type, which represents the steepest gradient decent to lower
cognitive load; while for Ryan, it is better to reduce the
quantity. PSIS therefore applies a UI adaption algorithm
based on each first responder’s unique Information
Personality. At any given level of cognitive load, a gradient
descent algorithm will be applied to find the most effective
way of reducing cognitive load by adjusting the specific UI
display design

 Level 1 - Permanent Display, i.e., important spatial
info that is always displayed on the periphery;
 Level 2 - Adaptive Display, i.e., context-driven info
adjusted by the real time cognitive load;
 Level 3 - Salient Display, i.e., alert info that appears
on the center of the display when needed.
All the information will be displayed in four types of
format according to the Baddeley’s working memory
theory [13], including visual info (e.g., signage, maps,
pictures, colors, lights etc.), textual (e.g., written or
verbal instructions), sensory info (e.g., haptic) and
mixed info (mixed use of two or more different types).
The envisioned PSIS UI is illustrated in Fig.7.

Fig.5 Two hypothetical examples of Information Personality

3.3. Adaptive UI
personality models

based

in

information

Ultimately, PSIS focuses on the adaption of spatial
information based on the individual information
personality models to reduce cognitive load in
emergency wayfinding. We have examined the
relevance of different building information in the
context of emergency wayfinding, as well as the choices
of the UI designs recommended by NIST standards. In
the past 10 years, NIST has published a series of
standards or reports on the public safety information
systems in the context of building search and rescue,
such as [55-57]. Based on a comprehensive literature
review of NIST standards and relevant publications
(e.g., NEMA SB30 [58]), PSIS builds the wayfinding UI
based on spatial information as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Then PSIS will adjust the UI from a series of
possible solutions. In spite of the specific differences,
PSIS shows wayfinding information at three levels:

Fig.6 Relevant spatial information in emergency
wayfinding

INFORMATION PERSONALITY
DRIVEN UI ADAPTION

Specific types
of cognitive
load guide
different areas
of display

Headset UI
2D map with
location info

Augmented
Navigation & Alert info
Textual
instructions/
data/orders/
scribed
verbal info
etc.

3D model with
metadata

Collect
info-taking
behavioral
data during
training

Personal INFOP
model

Fire event status, Fire response features, Vital data etc.
Adaptive info
according to INFOP

Permanent
info

Salient info

INFORMATION PERSONALITY MODEL TRAINING

Fig. 7 Illustration of PSIS UI Design
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4. Preliminary Findings
In order to test the key concepts of the proposed
PSIS, i.e., the influence of information on spatial
cognition, we performed a pilot study at Texas A&M
University. Test subjects (n=54) were asked to perform
a spatial cognition experiment with two sessions: 1)
review session: test subjects were asked to review the
floorplan information of Francis Hall (a building at
Texas A&M University) for five minutes. Depending on
what information was given, test subjects were grouped
into 2D group (2D maps were given; n=18), 3D group
(computer 3D models were given; n=18), and VR group
(VR models were given; n=18); 2) inspection session:
the test subjects were asked to inspect the real building
to identify any discrepancy between the reviewed
floorplan information and the real building. A total of
28 points of interest (POIs) were used in the inspection
session. The inspection results of the test subjects were
used as an indicator of their spatial cognition. Their gaze
focus and navigation trajectories in the review sessions
were also documented using Tobii eye tracker and
motion trackers. Fig.8 illustrates the aggregated
attention and navigation patterns. Green lines indicate
the gaze focus, and red lines indicate the navigation
trajectories in the space.

The preliminary result suggests that the attention
patterns and spatial cognition performance of subjects
were substantially affected by the received spatial
information.

Fig.8 Documented gaze and navigation trajectories
(green: gaze fixation; red: navigation trajectory)
Fig. 9 indicates that different information formats
(2D map, 3D model, and VR model) significantly
affected the distribution of gaze fixation time of the test
subjects on the 28 POIs during the review session,
which later resulted in different spatial cognition
performance. More specifically, we discovered that 2D
information results in a narrower distribution compared
to 3D and VR group, suggesting that test subjects tended
to move their eyeballs much faster when reviewing 2D
maps (Fig.9, left). A more interesting finding pertains to
the relationship between gaze fixation time and the
likelihood of finding the discrepancies. As shown in
Fig.9 (right), the likelihood of finding the discrepancies
increases as the gaze fixation time increases during the
review session; nonetheless the increasing slops across
three groups are very different.
100%

Likelihood of finding
the POI discrepency

Driven by the learned Information Personality
model of individual first responders and the real-time
measure of different types of cognitive load, the
algorithms employed by PSIS will determine: (1) What
information content should be presented (semantics);
(2) When the information should be presented (time);
and (3) How the information should be presented
(syntactical issue). Percentage of standardized and
personalized information will also be determined based
on personal preference. Information is categorized into
three levels as discussed earlier, including permanent
information, adaptive information, and salient
information; Adaptive information will be customized
based on Information Personality. Following the dualcoding theory [26], PSIS maps cognitive load as a
multidimensional constructs, including phonological
process load (i.e., auditory verbal information or
visually presented language), visuospatial sketchpad
load (i.e., the visually presented information about
objects and space), and central executive load (i.e.,
cognitive load related to binding information into
coherent episodes, shifting between tasks or retrieval
strategies, and selecting between attention and
inhibition) [37]. Instead of adjusting the UI display as a
whole piece, the specific type of cognitive load will be
monitored to adjust only the corresponding areas/types
of information in the UI.

90%
80%

VR group

70%

3D group

60%
50%

2D group

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Gaze fixation time during
review (second)

Fig.9 Spatial information affects gaze fixation time
distribution and spatial cognition
We have also tested part of the cognitive load
metrics in a pilot study. As illustrated in Fig.10, we have
successfully identified brain wave patterns (EEG)
related to the increased cognitive load in the Sternberg
experiments. More specifically, 3D and VR seem to
trigger higher Alpha wave levels, suggesting higher
mental load in forming the working memory (Fig.10).
One of the features of the proposed system is to train and
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study first responders’ wayfinding behaviors based on a
digital replica of real-world built environments. It
contributes to the Smart City Digital Twins by providing
an automated way of collecting human wayfinding
behaviors and thus, it enables analytical capacities
pertaining to the residents of Smart City.

a.

Alpha wave spectrogram when reviewing 2D

b. Alpha wave spectrogram when reviewing 3D
Fig.10 EEG result of different information formats

5. Discussion
The proposed PSIS and corresponding methods are
expected to advance the knowledge and technology of
wayfinding systems for first responders in two ways.
First, PSIS highlights a personalized UI solution based
on the individual information-taking characteristics, or
Information Personality. The existing literature has
recognized the importance of optimizing UI to control
the cognitive load of first responders [59-62]. However,
meantime most literature only focuses on giving
generalized UI design recommendations rather than
providing personalized solutions. The assumption is that
certain principals of UI design would work well to a
broad range of population [62]. Yet this assumption is
questionable as cognitive science literature has already
discovered that individual level difference in
information taking is a major contributor to the varying
task performance [8]. PSIS employs sensing
technologies (e.g., mobile EEG and body carried
sensors) and algorithms to track and model Information
Personality characteristics of individual first responders.
The Information Personality models will then be used to
guide the dynamic change of UI in line of duty. When
the cognitive load of a first responder is sensed to be

high, the system will adjust the amount, content and
format of UI to reduce the cognitive load, according to
the patterns captured by her Information Personality
model. This personalized UI solution will transform the
UI technologies into an adaptive framework.
Second, PSIS integrates behavioral data collection
and modeling during the VR training. There have been
a variety of successful efforts in bringing VR
technologies to emergency response training.
Representative examples include FLAIM [63], E2i
Creative Studio [64], and ADMS-FIRE [65]. These
efforts are effective in training first responders as they
can simulate the hazardous situations hardly
reproducible in real world and bring immersive
experience to the first responders. PSIS moves a step
further by adding personal behavioral data collection
and study function in the VR training system. Equipped
with the new sensing technologies, personal data of first
responders that is used to be hard to access will be
collected with the daily training. Unlike existing
methods of psychometrics surveys, collecting personal
data with training will help trigger natural (and realistic)
reactions of first responders as the participants will not
be aware of it. In addition, collecting behavioral data
with daily training will be very cost effective as it does
not require expensive experiment setups as often seen in
designated psychological experiments.

6. Conclusions
This paper introduces the theoretical framework of a
personalized spatial information system, i.e., PSIS, for
emergency wayfinding of first responders. The core
components of PSIS including a VR training platform that
collects personal data of information preference during the
training, the modeling and optimization algorithm of
information personality (repetitive pattern of information
intake behaviors) of individual first responders, and the
adaptive UI design based on the real time cognitive load and
information personality models. By dynamically adjusting
the contents and formats of presented spatial information,
PSIS is expected to reduce the real time cognitive load of
first responders in line of duty, while still maintaining an
effective wayfinding.
This study is expected to help transform the
emergency risk communication theory from a focus on
a universal and standardized information flow to a more
personalized process, driven by individual differences
in information processing capacity. Information
filtering theory [66] and cognitive load theory [29] both
point that information overload is a significant driver of
errors and mistakes in this information-rich era.
Although interactive information systems have been
proposed by the emergency response literature, there is
still an urgent need for a cognitive-load driven method.
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This study will also help settle the argument whether
more flexibility and interactivity in modern emergency
information systems (such as interactive maps) could
benefit professional responders and general public, as
well as what should be the ratio of general and
personalized information in practical implementation.
Empirical experiments will provide a quantitative
answer to whether allowing information choice
decisions may increase one’s cognitive load. Answering
these questions are critical to the development of the
principles of the next generation emergency information
systems. The future agenda of this study will focus on
the validation of the proposed Personalized Spatial
Information System (PSIS) in improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of emergency wayfinding,
as well as the added health benefits to the first
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